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Dear Convener 
 
Request for additional information following evidence to the Committee  
6th December 2016 
 

Thank you once again for inviting Scottish Water to give evidence before the 
Environment, Climate Change and Land Reform Committee and for your recent 
letter confirming details of the points to follow up with the Committee. 
 
I am pleased to provide additional information to your questions: 
 
The compliance level of Scottish Water in relation to discharges from waste 
water treatment works and whether this has had any negative effects on 
shellfish? 
 
Scottish Water operates 1827 wastewater treatment works across Scotland with 
fewer than 100 located in the vicinity of designated Shellfish Water Protected 
Areas (SWPAs).  At present none of our works within SWPA’s are reported by 
SEPA as failing the numeric discharge standards set in the licence conditions. 
 
We have operational concerns at our Clachan Seil wastewater treatment works 
relating to the treatment of the required flows at certain times.  We therefore intend 
to deliver a more robust solution to resolve this operational issue with the 
involvement of SEPA and the local community. 
 
What wider responsibilities Scottish Water has in relation to the estuary and 
marine environment? 
 
Scottish Water’s principal responsibilities centre on our duty to protect the marine 
environment by ensuring all discharges meet the discharge conditions set out in 
the Controlled Activity Regulation (CAR) Licence, issued by SEPA. 
 
In setting discharge licence conditions SEPA gives due consideration to all 
pertinent designations within the receiving waters and these are reflected in our 
licence.  This could be in identifying the most appropriate location for our point of 
discharge for storm or treated effluent, or in the numeric standards for the licence. 
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In terms of physical works, in laying new outfall pipes or carrying out significant 
repairs Scottish Water must also seek licences from Marine Scotland.  This can 
influence the location and design of the outfall pipe in terms of the seabed or 
foreshore, navigational issues, and European natural heritage sites.  Where 
shoreline Sites of Special Scientific Interest may be impacted we require further 
engagement and consents from SNH. 
 
More widely, Scottish Water is an active partner in many of the stakeholder groups 
which manage and work to protect the marine environment such as the Scottish 
Coastal Forum, Moray Firth Special Areas of Conservation Management Group, 
and River Basin District Area Advisory Groups across Scotland.  We are also a 
member of Marine Litter Strategy and have recently instigated a Firth of Forth 
Study with SEPA to inform potential needs to manage Sewage Related Debris 
within the Estuary. 
 
We were a member of the Advisory group in preparation for Marine Protected 
Areas (MPA), and we participate in, and contribute to, all the relevant Marine 
consultations, including the Marine Plan, and expect to be involved as appropriate 
in Regional Marine Partnerships. 
 
How does the current approach of Business Stream in relation to the 
number of meter readings per annum for business customers as well as its 
application of the leakage allowance differ from that previously provided 
under Scottish Water? 
 
Meter Reading 
 
Pre -2008 and market separation, the general policy for meter readings was for 
larger meters to be read and billed monthly and smaller meters to be read on a six 
monthly basis with customers billed quarterly.  Estimates were used for the smaller 
meters for the quarterly readings between the six month actuals.   
 
Licensed providers are now required to take actual meter readings at least once 
every six months (this can include logger reads or, once a year, a customer read), 
with larger meters required to be read monthly. 
 
Leakage Allowance Policy 
 
Scottish Water has a wholesale burst allowance policy which was published in 
2008/9 shortly after market opening which sets out the circumstances for granting 
volumetric allowances for water lost to bursts and leaks.  
 
Allowances are currently granted at a wholesale level to Licensed Providers and it 
is expected that this is passed on to customers.  Scottish Water grants allowances 
on water and waste charges in any case where the burst is on a Scottish Water 
asset or has been caused by Scottish Water. Where the burst is on private 
pipework and is therefore the customer’s responsibility, allowances are granted for 
up to 6 months on waste water charges where the lost water has not returned to 
the public sewer.  
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Prior to market opening, allowances were given in some cases on both water and 
waste water as a result of a burst on private pipework.  
 
In relation to the duties placed on public bodies under the Climate Change 
(Scotland) Act 2009, what emissions reductions has Scottish Water achieved 
to date and how do they compare with Scotland’s target to cut emissions by 
at least 42% by 2020? 
 
Scottish Water has published its carbon footprint report annually since 2006-7, 
with the most recent issued in our 2016 Sustainability Report in November 2016.  
Overall, the carbon intensity of water and wastewater services in Scotland 
compares favourably with the wider water sector.  The emissions per household 
for vital water and wastewater services in Scotland are roughly equivalent to the 
carbon associated with running a fridge-freezer for a year. 
 
Scottish Water’s carbon footprint for 2015/16 is 390,000 tonnes of carbon dioxide 
equivalent (tCO2e).  This is a reduction on the previous year of almost 3.5% (over 
14,000 tCO2e.   Our overall reduction since 2006/07 is 16%, the majority of which 
is through Scottish Water initiatives such as energy efficiency, leakage reduction 
and installation of renewable power as opposed to changes to the electricity grid.  
As there is no earlier data, Scottish Water has set a baseline year for its 
operational carbon footprint of 2006/07 and hence there is not a direct comparison 
with the 42% reduction against a 1990 baseline.   
  
This reduction was achieved whilst still investing in our assets to improve services 
to customers.  The actual reductions in emissions would therefore be greater, but 
some reductions are masked by the increase in service levels of our asset base. 
Three quarters of Scottish Water’s operational carbon footprint is due to electricity 
use in the delivery of water and wastewater services. We expect to be able to 
report continued reductions in operational carbon through these initiatives, but also 
expect to see increasing reductions through the decarbonisation of the electricity 
grid. 
 
What work is Scottish Water undertaking to raise awareness of energy use 
and the resultant environmental implications amongst staff? 
 
Scottish Water has been running an energy efficiency programme for many years.  
We have installed over 4000 smart meters to measure consumption at our sites 
and help target opportunities.  This is done by benchmarking our sites against data 
from the most efficient treatment plants in the UK and Europe. The gaps are 
closed through a variety of means including: changing operational practices on site 
to reduce excessive power consumption; incorporating low cost real-time control 
and variable speed systems to optimise treatment processes and power 
requirements and thirdly we have invested in low-cost low-carbon treatment 
processes.  Performance data is available to our staff to validate and track the 
savings. As a result we are on track to deliver over 11GWh of energy efficiency 
savings by 2021. 
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In addition to the measures described above, Scottish Water has a planned 
programme of engagement in 2017 with office-based staff in relation to energy 
usage, both in terms of financial and carbon impacts.  This includes highlighting: 

 the cost of office-based energy consumption both at a Scottish Water-wide 
level and at specific locations; 

 what as a business SW has done to reduce energy consumption;  

 energy saving messages to involve staff, such as monitor usage, being more 
energy aware  

 a green travel group and promoting alternative forms of transportation, such as 
car sharing and the cycle to work scheme. 
 

As a business we have also introduced Agile working and are promoting the use of 
the latest technologies to ensure that, where possible, staff can work in an agile 
manner and reduce their travelling, saving time, fuel consumption and cost.  
 
Energy saving features are also being incorporated into our offices across 
Scotland.  Scottish Water’s flagship office, The Bridge in Stepps, was built in 2013 
and has a number of energy saving features, including: photovoltaic panels; solar 
thermal; biomass boiler; exposed thermal mass; natural ventilation; LED (internal 
& external)/ individual PIR’s/ daylight dimming lighting; aerated taps; waterless 
urinals; rainwater harvesting; electric car charging; SUD Basin; and hot/cold isle 
data centre. 
 
As other upgrade work is carried out at some of our other offices across Scotland, 
energy saving features are being introduced, including changes to lighting, roofing, 
hand dryers, aerated taps, windows and in some cases renewable energy 
generation. 
 
In terms of Scottish Water fleet, all commercial vehicles are purchased using a 
whole life cost model which takes into account the efficiency (fuel usage) of the 
vehicle and we have a CO2 emissions cap in place for vehicles.  In addition to this, 
we have just completed a telematics pilot which has demonstrated a fuel reduction 
of between 5% and 9% across the fleet and plans are in place to implement the 
new system across the fleet in 2017.  During 2016 and 2017, we have also been 
piloting some all-electric vehicles and are assessing their performance and 
suitability for our needs.  
 
Whether Scottish Water’s public sector status is likely to be challenged by 
the Comprehensive Economic and Trade Agreement between the EU and 
Canada? 
 
For the type of work we are undertaking we do not believe that CETA will have any 
negative implications to Scottish Water International activities in Canada. 
 
I hope you have found this information to be helpful to the Committee.  If we can 
provide any more information or address any further questions, please let us 
know. 
 
Yours sincerely 
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Douglas Millican 
Chief Executive 
 
 


